We propose IR2Vec, a Concise and Scalable encoding infrastructure to represent programs as a distributed embedding in continuous space. This distributed embedding is obtained by combining representation learning methods with data and control flow information to capture the syntax as well as the semantics of the input programs.
INTRODUCTION
With the growth of computing, comes the growth in computations. These computations are necessarily the byproduct of implementation of well-defined algorithms [CLRS09] implemented as programs. Thanks to the World Wide Web, these programs have become more accessible in various online platforms starting from programming tutorials to production quality code.
Code snippets from open-source hosting sites [Git08, Bit08] , Community Question and Answer sites [ove18] and downloadable binaries along with the relevant information gives rise to "Big Code" [VY16] . A good part of the Big code is largely attributed to several implementations of the same algorithm that differ in a multitude of ways like, their complexity and theoretical metrics of execution, and efficiency of implementation. While Big Data processing itself poses a lot of challenges, analyzing humongous volumes of code poses significant and much harder problems, because of the fact that most of the programming language questions are undecidable as stated by Rice's theorem [Ric53] .
There is an increased need for understanding the syntax and semantics of programs and categorizing them for various purposes. This includes algorithm classification [MLZ + 16, RZM11] , code search [KBL + 17, BOL14], code synthesis [RSK17] , Bug detection [WCMAT16] , Code summarization [IKCZ16] , and Software maintenance [ABBS14, ABBS15, APS16, GPKS17].
Many existing works on representing programs use a form of Natural Language Processing for modeling; all of them exploit the statistical properties of the code, and adhere to the Naturalness hypothesis [ABDS18] . These works primarily use Word2Vec methods like skip gram and CBOW [MCCD13] , or encoder-decoder models like Seq2Seq [SVL14] to encode programs as distributed vectors.
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We extend the above, and propose an Extended Naturalness hypothesis for Programs to consider the properties of the program by posing the problem of obtaining embeddings as a Data and Control flow problem.
Extended Naturalness hypothesis. Software is a form of human communication; software corpora have similar statistical properties to natural language corpora; and these properties along with static and dynamic program analysis information, can be exploited to build effective software engineering tools.
In this paper, we propose IR2Vec, an agglomerative approach for constructing a continuous, distributed vector to represent source code at different (and increasing) levels of IR hierarchy -Instruction, Function and Program. The vectors that are formed lower down the (program abstraction) hierarchy are used to build the vectors at the higher levels.
The initial seed vector to represent entities is learned by considering statistical properties in a Representational learning framework. Using this seed entity vectors, hierarchical vectors for the input program are formed considering the static and dynamic analysis information obtained from data and control flow analysis.
We make use of the LLVM compiler infrastructure [LA04] to process and analyze the code. The input program is converted to LLVM's Intermediate Representation (IR), and the IR constructs form the entities whose representation is learnt. This makes our approach of representing programs to be source language and target architecture independent.
We show that the embeddings obtained by IR2Vec provide superior results when compared to the previous works [AZLY19, CPWL17, OWG13, MDO14], even though these earlier works were designed to solve specialized tasks, and IR2Vec is generic. We also compare our IR2Vec results with the ones of Ben-Nun et al. [BNJH18] ; both have similar motivation in generating generic embeddings using LLVM IR.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of the obtained encodings by answering the following Research Questions (RQ's) in the later sections:
RQ1: How well do the seed embeddings capture the semantics of the entities in LLVM IR? As the seed embeddings play a significant role in forming embeddings at higher levels of Program abstraction, it is of paramount importance that they capture the semantic meaning of the entities to differentiate the different programs. We show the effectiveness of the obtained seed embeddings in Sec. 5.1.
RQ2: How good are the obtained embeddings for solving diverse applications? We show the richness of the embeddings by applying it for different tasks: Program classification, Heterogeneous device mapping, and Prediction of thread coarsening factor in Sec. 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4.
RQ3: How scalable is the proposed methodology, and how likely does our method encounter Out of Vocabulary (OOV) words when compared to other methods? We discuss various aspects by which our encoding is more scalable than the others, and also show that it does not encounter OOV words in Sec. 5.5.
RQ4: What is the contribution of data and control flow information to the final embeddings? We repeat the experimentation with which RQ2 was answered (in Sec. 5) after peeling off the data and control flow information. We thereby show the importance of data flow and control flow information in Sec. 6.
The following are our contributions:
• A unique flow-analysis (program theoretic) based encoding to represent programs as vectors using Data and Control flow Information.
• Proposal of a Concise and Scalable encoding infrastructure using Agglomerative Methodology which in turn is built from the entities of LLVM IR.
• Hierarchy of encodings for Instruction, Function and Program.
• Testing of the effectiveness on a variety of tasks involving Program classification, Heterogeneous device mapping and Thread coarsening. The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 3, we give some basic background information. In Sec. 4, we explain the methodology followed to form the data and control flow based encodings at various levels. In Sec. 5, we show Experimentation followed by discussion on results. In Sec. 6, we compare our model with various varieties of its variants so as to show the strength of the proposed encoding. Finally, in Sec. 7, we conclude the paper.
RELATED WORKS
Modeling code as a distributed vector involves representing the program as a vector, whose individual dimensions cannot be distinctly labeled. Such a vector is an approximation of the original program, whose semantic meaning is "distributed" across multiple components.
In this section, we categorize some existing works that model codes, based on their representations, the applications that they handle, and the embedding techniques that they use. We use LLVM IR [LLV18c] as the base representation for learning the embeddings in high dimensional space. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first ones to model the entities of the IR-Opcodes, Operands and Types-in the form of relationships and to use a translation based model [BUGD + 13] to capture such multi-relational data in higher dimensions.
Representations
Applications. In the earlier works, the training to generate embeddings was application specific and programming language specific: Allamanis et al. [ABBS15] propose a token based neural probabilistic model for suggesting meaningful method names in Java; Cummins et al. [CPWL17] propose the DeepTune framework to create a distributed vector from the tokens obtained from code to solve the optimization problems like thread coarsening and device mapping in OpenCL; Alon et al. [AZLY19] propose code2vec, a methodology to represent codes using information from the AST paths coupled with attention networks to determine the importance of a particular path to form the code vector for predicting the method names in Java; Mou et al. [MLZ + 16] propose a tree based CNN model to classify C++ programs; Gupta et al. [GPKS17] propose a token based multi-layer sequence to sequence model to fix common C program errors by students; Other applications like learning syntactic program fixes from examples [RSD + 17] , bug detection [PS18, WSS18] and program repair [XWY + 17] model the code as an embedding in a high dimensional space followed by using RNN like models to synthesize fixes. The survey by Allamanis et al. [ABDS18] covers more such application specific approaches.
On the other hand, our approach is more generic, and both application and programming language independent. We show the effectiveness of our embeddings on both software engineering task (to classify programs on a real time dataset) as well as optimization tasks (device mapping and thread coarsening) in Sec. 5. Analyzing the control flow structure of a program involves building a control flow graph (CFG), a directed graph in which each basic block is represented as a vertex, and the flow of control from one basic block to another is represented by an edge. Within a basic block, the flow of execution is sequential. Characterizing the flow of information which flows into (and out of) each basic block constitutes the data flow analysis. As the combination of data flow and control flow analyses information helps to describe the program flow, we use it for formation of embeddings to represent the program.
The control flow of a program is primarily described by its branches. The prediction of probabilities of conditional branches, either statically or dynamically, is called branch prediction [Muc97] . Static information is obtained by estimating the program profiles statically [WL94] . On the other hand, dynamic information is more accurate and involves dynamic profiling methods [BL92] .
Given a source and destination basic block, the probability with which the branch would be taken can be predicted using the block frequency information generated by profiling the code. This probability is called as Branch probability. We try to use this data for modelling the control flow information.
Representational Learning
The effectiveness of a machine learning algorithm depends on the choice of data representation and on the specific features used. Representational Learning is a branch of machine learning that learns the representations of data by automatically extracting the useful features [BCV13] .
In a similar spirit, Knowledge Graph embedding models try to model entities (nodes) and relations (edges) of a knowledge graph in a continuous vector space of n-dimensions [WMWG17] . In a broad sense, the input to these algorithms are ⟨h, r , t⟩ triplets, where, h, r , t are n-dimensional vectors with h and t being Entities, and r being a Relation in the observed Knowledge Graph.
Of the many varieties available, we use TransE [BUGD + 13], a translational representational learning model which tries to learn the relationship of the form h + r ≈ t, given the triplet ⟨h, r , t⟩.
CODE EMBEDDINGS
In this section, we explain our methodology for obtaining code embeddings at various hierarchy levels of the IR. We first give an overview of the methodology, and then describe the process of embedding instructions and basic blocks (BB) by considering the data flow and control flow information to form a cumulative BB vector. We then explain the process to represent the functions and modules by combining the individual BB vectors to form the final Code Vector.
Overview
The overview of the proposed methodology is shown in Fig. 2 . Instructions in IR can be represented as a Relationship Graph, with the instruction entities as nodes, and the relation between the entities as edges. A translational learning model is used to learn these relations (Sec. 4.2). The output of this learning is the dictionary containing the embeddings of the entities and is called Seed embedding vocabulary.
The above dictionary is looked up to form the embeddings at various levels of the input program. The Use-Def and Reaching definition [Hec77, Muc97] information are used to form the instruction vector. In this process we also weigh the contribution of each Reaching definition with the probability with which they reach the current instruction. The instructions which are live are used to form the Basic block Vector. This process of formation of basic block vector using the flow analysis information is explained in the Sec. 4.3. The vector to represent a function is obtained by using the basic block vectors of the function. The Code vector is obtained by propagating the vectors obtained at the function level with the call graph information as explained in Sec. 4.3.3.
Modelling LLVM IR as relations
4.2.1 Generic tuples. The opcode, type of operation (int, float, etc.) and arguments are extracted from the LLVM IR (Fig. 3a) . This extracted IR is preprocessed in the following way: first, the identifier information is abstracted out with more generic information as shown in Tab. 1. Next, the Type information is abstracted to represent a base type ignoring its width. opcode of the current instruction and opcode of the next instruction; (3) Arg i : Relation between opcode and its i t h operand. This transformation from actual IR to relation (<h, r, t> triplets) is shown in Fig. 3 . These triplets form the input to the representation learning model.
For example, the first store instruction in Fig.3(a) is of integer type with a variable as the first operand and a pointer as the second operand. As shown in Fig.3(b) , it is transformed to the corresponding triplets involving the relations TypeOf, NextInst, Arg1, Arg2.
%a.addr = alloca i32, align 4 %b.addr = alloca i32, align 4 store i32 %a, i32* %a.addr, align 4 store i32 %b, i32* %b.addr, align 4 %0 = load i32, i32* %a.addr, align 4 %1 = load i32, i32* %b.addr, align 4 %add = add nsw i32 %0, %1 ret i32 %add <alloca, "TypeOf", IntegerTy> <alloca, "NextInst", alloca> ... <store, "TypeOf", IntegerTy> <store, "NextInst", store> <store, "Arg1", VAR> <store, "Arg2", PTR> ... 
Instruction Vector
The output of learning model is the Seed embedding vocabulary containing the vector representation for every entity of the relation. Let the entities of instruction l, be represented as 
W o , W t and W a are chosen heuristically so as to give more weightage to opcode than type, and more weightage to type than arguments:
This resultant vector representing an instruction is the Instruction vector.
Embedding Data flow information.
An instruction in LLVM IR may define a variable or a pointer that could be used in another section of the program. The set of uses of a variable (or pointer) gives rise to the use-def (UD) information of that particular variable (or pointer) in LLVM IR [Hec77, Muc97] .
In imperative languages, a variable can be redefined; meaning, in the flow of the program, it has different set of lifetimes. Such a redefinition is said to kill the earlier definition of that variable. During the flow of program execution, only a subset of such live definitions would reach the use of that particular variable. This subset of live definitions that reach an instruction is called the Reaching Definitions of the variable for that instruction. We model instruction vector using such Data flow analyses information. Each A i which has been already defined is represented using the embeddings of its Reaching definitions. The Instruction Vector for a reaching definition if not calculated, is computed at this instant.
Branches, Control flow and Profile information.
Branches are the key in determining the program structure; which in turn, defines the control flow of the program. But, treating all the definitions which reach the current instruction by different paths equally may be misleading. So as to get a precise meaning of the program's control flow, each path through which the definitions could reach a use should be treated differently.
The key to doing the above is to take into account the probability of the path determined by each branch. This information can be obtained via static analyses techniques which are readily available in compilers. Using BranchProbabilityInfo (BPI), an analysis pass in LLVM, it is possible to get an estimate of the probability with which the control flows from one basic block to another [LLV18a, LLV18b] . The probabilities of all the outgoing edges from a block naturally sum up to one. In program analysis, this information is highly valued and aids other optimization passes like determining hotness of a basic block, and similar instrumentation purposes. We use this BPI information to find the probability with which a definition could reach its use.
4.3.3 Using BPI to construct Instruction Vector. If RD 1 , RD 2 , ... , RD n are the reaching definitions of A j (l ) , and ⟦RD i ⟧ be their corresponding encodings, then,
Let p ik be the probability of definition in instruction I i reaching instruction I l via path k. Then, p ik is the sum of the probabilities of all such k paths reaching the instruction I l from instruction I i . The branch probability between two instructions I x and I y corresponds to the probability of reaching I y from I x .
For the cases where the definition is not available (for example, function parameters), the generic entity representation of "VAR" or "PTR" from the seed embedding vocabulary is used. An illustration is shown in Fig. 4 , where the instructions I Sour ce1 1 and I Sour ce2 reach I T ar дet as arguments, each with the probabilities labeled on the respective edges. Fig. 4 . Illustration of propagating definitions to reach its use -Definition I Sour ce1 1 reaches I T ar дet either directly with a probability p or via I Sour ce1 2 with a probability q * r . And, definition I Sour ce2 reaches I T ar дet with a probability s. Hence, ⟦I Target ⟧ = p⟦I Source1 1 ⟧ + q*r⟦I Source1 1 ⟧ + s⟦I Source2 ⟧ An instruction is said to be killed when the return value of that instruction is redefined. As LLVM IR is in SSA form [CFR + 91, LA04], each variable has a single definition and the memory gets (re-)defined. Based on this, we categorize the instructions into two classes: one which define memory, and one that do not. The first class of instructions is Write instructions, and the second class of instructions is Read instructions.
Embeddings are formed for each instruction as explained above. If these embeddings correspond to a write instruction, future uses of the redefined value will take the embedding of this current instruction-instead of the embedding corresponding to its earlier definition-until it gets redefined. This process of Kill and Update, along with the use of reaching definition for forming the instruction vectors within (and across) the basic block are illustrated in Fig. 5 (and Fig. 6 ) for the corresponding Control Flow Graph (CFG) respectively.
Resolving Circular Dependencies.
While formation of the instruction vectors, circular dependencies between two write instructions may arise if both of them write to the same location and the (re-)definitions are reachable from each other.
For calculating ⟦I 4 ⟧, the encoding of I 4 , in the CFG show in Fig. 7 1 , it can be seen that RD[I 4 ] = {I 3 , I 7 }. Also, ⟦I 7 ⟧ is needed for encoding ⟦I 4 ⟧ and is yet to be computed, results in a circular dependency:
=⇒ ⟦I 5 ⟧ depends on ⟦I 7 ⟧ and vice versa.
Instructions Embeddings
I1 : %ar r .addr = alloca i32 * Wo (⟦alloca⟧) + Wt (⟦PointerTy⟧) ⇒ ⟦I1⟧
I2 : %size .addr = alloca i32 Wo (⟦alloca⟧) + Wt (⟦IntegerTy⟧) ⇒ ⟦I2⟧
I4 : st or e i32 * %ar r, i32 * * %ar r .addr Wo (⟦store⟧) + Wt (⟦PointerTy⟧) + Wa (⟦PTR⟧ + ⟦I1⟧) ⇒ ⟦I4⟧ K I LL and U P DAT E ⟦I1⟧
I5 : st or e i32 %size, i32 * %size .addr Wo (⟦store⟧) + Wt (⟦IntegerTy⟧) + Wa (⟦VAR⟧ + ⟦I2⟧) ⇒ ⟦I5⟧ K I LL and U P DAT E ⟦I2⟧
I6 : st or e i32 0, i32 * %i Wo (⟦store⟧) + Wt (⟦IntegerTy⟧) + Wa (⟦CONST⟧ + ⟦I3⟧) ⇒ ⟦I6⟧ K I LL and U P DAT E ⟦I3⟧ 
Fig. 6. Illustration of generating inter basic block Instruction Vectors
This problem of circular dependencies can be solved by posing the embedding equations as a set of simultaneous equations to a solver. For example, the embedding equations of I 5 and I 7 shown in Fig. 7 would be:
I1: %i = alloca i32 I2: %0 = load i32, i32* %i I3: store i32 val1, i32* %0 I4: %1 = load i32, i32* %i I5: store i32 val2, i32* %i I6: %2 = load i32, i32* %i I7: store i32 val3, i32* %i If p = d * e, and k 1 , k 2 are functions of ⟦I 3 ⟧, then Eqn. 3 becomes:
The above equations need to be solved to get the embeddings for I 5 and I 7 .
One possible issue that can arise on resolving the circular dependency is that the system may not always have a unique solution (not reach a fixed point [Hec77, KU76] ). For the example shown in the Fig. 7 , if W a = 1 and p = 1, then Eqn. (4) would result in a system without a unique solution.
This problem can be overcome by randomly picking one of the equations in the system, and perturbing the probability value p of that equation to p − ∆, so that the modified system converges to a solution. 2 In out entire experimentation shown in Sec. 5, we however did not encounter such a system.
Construction of Code vector from Instruction vector
After computing the instruction vector for every instruction of the basic block, we calculate the Basic Block vector by using the embeddings of those instructions which are not killed. If LIVE[BB i ] correspond to the live instruction set of the basic block BB i containing the set of instructions I and whose kill set is represented as KILL[BB i ], then the corresponding basic block vector is computed as
The vector to represent a function F with basic blocks BB 1 , BB 2 , ..., BB b is calculated as
Our encoding and propagation also takes care of programs with function calls; the embeddings are obtained by using the call graph information. For every function call, the function vector for the callee function is calculated, and this value is used to represent the call instruction. For the functions, which are resolved during the link time, we just use the embeddings obtained for call instruction. This final vector represents the function. This process of obtaining the instruction vector and function vector is summarized in the Algorithm 1.
If ⟦F 1 ⟧, ⟦F 2 ⟧, ..., ⟦F f ⟧ are the embeddings of the functions F 1 , F 2 , ..., F f in the program, then the code vector representing the program P is
Procedure getInstrVec(Instruction I, Dictionary seedEmbeddings) The training was done with SGD optimizer for 1500 epochs to obtain embedding vectors of 300 dimensions. There were ≈ 134M triplets in the dataset, out of which ≈ 8K relations were unique; from these, we obtain 64 different entities whose embeddings are learnt. These learnt embeddings of 64 different entities form the seed embeddings. The obtained entities are listed in Appendix A. This information is listed in the Tab. 7.
We heuristically set W o , W t and W a to 1, 0.5, 0.2 respectively. We analyzed the effectiveness of the vectors obtained at various levels of the programs which were not used in the process of representation learning.
In this section, we attempt to answer RQ1 by showing the clusters and analogies of seed embeddings, RQ2 by performing various tasks at different levels of the program and RQ3 by doing a study on scalability.
Evaluation of Seed Embeddings
The effectiveness of the seed embeddings are analyzed by forming their clusters, and by posing analogy questions to demonstrate if the relationship between the entities are captured effectively by the obtained seed embeddings.
5.1.1 Clusters. The entities of the obtained seed embeddings are categorized as groups based on their operations -Arithmetic operatiors containing the integer and floating point based arithmetic operations, Pointer operators which access memory, Logical operators which perform logical operations, Terminator operators which form the last instruction of the basic block, Casting operators which perform type casting, Type information and Arguments. Clusters showing these groups are plotted using 2-PCA [WEG87] and are shown in Fig. 8 .
In Fig. 8(a) , we show the relation between various types. It can be observed that vectorTy being an aggregate type can accept any of the other primitive type data and lies approximately equidistant from integerTy, pointerTy, structTy and floatTy.
All integer based arithmetic operators are grouped together and are distinctly separated from floating point based operators as shown in Fig. 8(b) . It can also be seen that the arithmetic operators are separated from the arguments (Fig. 8(b) ), pointer operators (Fig. 8(e) ) and terminator operators (Fig. 8(f) ) distinctly. From Fig. 8(c) , we can see that the logical operators are also distinctly separated from the arguments. Fig. 8(d) shows the relationship between arithmetic and casting operators. It can be clearly seen that the integer based casting operators like trunc, zext, sext , etc. are grouped together with integer operators and floating point based casting operators like fptrunc, fpext, fptoui, etc. are grouped together with floating point operators. On observing Fig. 8(d) and Fig. 8(e) , it can be seen that ptrtoint and inttotpr are closer to both integer operators and pointer operators. Fig. 8 (e) also demonstrates that the arithmetic operators are clearly distinct from pointer operators.
Logical operators operate on integers and hence they are grouped together with integer operators as observed in Fig. 8(f) . • If signed integer division is equivalent to right shift operation, then integer multiplication is equivalent to left-shift operation.
• If integer to pointer conversion is equivalent to pointer to integer conversion operator, then truncate is equivalent to zero extension operator.
Tab. 2 shows some of the other such obtained analogies which imbibe the syntax, as well as the semantic information. A more detailed table (Tab. 12) can be found in Appendix B.
Program Classification
We show the effectiveness of the obtained embeddings at the program level by classifying programs from a real time dataset of a competitive programming contest. For this purpose, we construct a simple three layered neural network which takes the vectors representing the programs of different classes as input and predicts the class as output. The programs for classification were obtained from the submissions of Google's longest running annual coding competition, code jam [jam03] . The problems/submissions for each round of every year are available in the public domain. We evaluate LLVM IR obtained for the C++ solutions from Rounds 1A/1B/1C of the three past years (2015-17). Each round consists of three problem statements, forming nine different problems. Given a working input program, the task is to map it to its problem statement. The dataset consists of ≈ 38K programs. 70% of data were used for training, 15% for validation and 15% for testing. Vectors to represent these programs are generated as described in the earlier sections.
The neural network for this task consists of two stacked dense layers of 80 units each. Batch normalization [IS15] with ReLU as the activation function is used, with a dropout of 25% as regularizer between each layer. The final layer is a softmax layer with 9 units so as to classify programs across 9 different classes. SGD with learning rate of 0.001 and categorical cross entropy is used as the loss function. Given an input vector, the network is trained to predict a class out of the nine classes of programs. We obtain an accuracy of 97.66% on training for 100 epochs.
In Tab 
Heterogeneous Device Mapping
In this experiment, we use the embeddings obtained by IR2Vec for the heterogeneous device mapping task proposed by Grewe et al [OWG13] to map the OpenCL kernels to the optimal target device -CPU or GPU in a heterogeneous system. Function vectors for each kernel obtained using IR2Vec along with the two auxiliary inputs -data size and workgroup size forms the dataset. Gradient boosting classifier with 10 fold cross validation is used to train the model. We use the same dataset and experimental setup as that of Ben-Nun et al. [BNJH18] . Our embeddings are generated at the program level/function level directly without forming a sequential data. So, we use a gradient boosting classifier instead of sequential neural networks (like RNNs or LSTMs). Similar to the earlier methods, we use the runtimes corresponding to the predicted device, to calculate the speedup.
In Tab. 4 and Tab. 5, we show the comparison of prediction accuracy and speed up of IR2Vec with the manual feature-extraction approach of Grewe et al. [OWG13] , DeepTune model of Cummins et al. [CPWL17] , and inst2vec (and inst2vec-imm) approaches of Ben-Nun et al. [BNJH18] . It can be seen that IR2Vec outperforms all the other methods in terms of accuracy and speedup obtained by the best performing method. 
Prediction of optimal Thread Coarsening factor
Thread coarsening is the process of increasing the work done by a single thread by fusing together two or more concurrent threads. Thread coarsening factor corresponds to the number of threads which can be fused together. Selection of optimal thread coarsening factor would lead to significant improvement in the speedups of GPU devices [Automatic Optimization of Thread-Coarsening for GraphicsProcessors].
In this experiment, we predict the optimal thread coarsening factor using the same experimental setup and the dataset of Ben-Nun et al. [BNJH18] . Even here, we use gradient boosting classifier with 10 fold cross validation on the embedding vectors obtained by IR2Vec instead of the complicated DNNs to predict the coarsening factor for the four GPU targets. Table 6 shows the comparison of the speedups achieved by coarsening the threads with the predicted coarsening factor on various GPUs across various methods. It can be seen that except for AMD Radeon, IR2Vec achieves consistently higher speedups when compared to that of other methods.
Study on scalability and exposure to OOV words
For representing programs using the embeddings learnt by a neural network, the training phase involves exposure to various (and large) combinations of the underlying entities. For example, for generating embeddings using AST paths, the training should cover the space of various permutations and combinations of the underlying constructs that can potentially form a path. Similarly, for generating the embeddings at a statement level of IR, all possibilities of opcode, type and arguments that can potentially form a statement have to be exposed in training. As it can be seen, covering such a huge intractable space is infeasible, and hence undesirable.
When an unseen combination of underlying constructs-either at the AST path level or at the LLVM statement level is encountered during inference-it leads to Out Of Vocabulary (OOV ) data On the other hand, IR2Vec forms a finite and relatively small vocabulary of seed encodings, using which the representations at various hierarchies are obtained cumulatively, and hence does not encounter OOV issues. Note that even by training with smaller number of files and maintaining a smaller vocabulary, IR2Vec achieves better performance than the other methods.
A comparison of IR2Vec with code2vec and NCC with respect to training and vocabulary is shown in Tab. 7. A comparison on the number of OOV entities encountered by code2vec, NCC and IR2Vec on a set of straightforward programs involving family of sorting, searching, dynamic, greedy programs obtained from a online collection of programs [Gee03] is shown in Fig. 9 . It can be seen that our method does not encounter any OOVs even when exposed with lesser training data, thereby achieving good scalability.
ABLATION STUDY
In this section we try to answer RQ4 by changing the various design aspects of the proposed work and analyse the contribution of each of them.
Mapping of LLVM IR to relations
We try to analyse the contribution of each relation in the formation of embeddings at entity level. Out of the three relations, TypeOf, NextInst and Arg, we mask each of them separately and observe their impact by studying the resulting analogies.
Triplets are formed from the same dataset using the described process by ignoring one relation at a time. The same experimental setup as explained in the Sec. 5.1.2 has been used. If the desired result is present in the top 5 closest neighbors obtained by Euclidean distance, then it is considered to be a match. Percentage of matching analogies are obtained for the embeddings without TypeOf, NextInst and Arg relations separately and are listed in the Tab. 8 for the analogies given in the Appendix B. When the TypeOf relation is removed, the analogies like sext : integerty :: fpext : floatty which involve type information fail. Similarly, when the Arg relations are removed, the analogies like call : ret :: switch : label which needs arguments information fail. We can observe that the best value is obtained only when all three relations are considered. 
Effect of optimization sequences
We study the effect of the compiler optimization sequences (O1, O2, O3) on the program classification task. These optimization sequences are expected to have little or no impact on the obtained results. Optimization sequence is applied on the dataset and then the embeddings are generated. The obtained embeddings are used for classification. Same experimental setup of the task is used and their accuracies are obtained (Tab. 9). This experiment demonstrates the goodness of the obtained seed embeddings irrespective of the optimization levels. 
Contribution of data flow and control flow
We study the importance of the data and control flow information in the final code vector by performing the experiments listed in Sec. 5 by removing the data and control flow information. For this purpose we use two variants of obtaining the Instruction vector. It can be seen that the proposed model performs better than the other variants. We can see the performance improvement over various tasks in the order of the explained model variants in the case of program classification. Similar speedup in the case of thread coarsening can be attributed to the small dataset. In either case, all the variants outperform the existing methods shown in the Sec. 5 for all the tasks.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We proposed a novel IR based encoding using flow analysis to represent programs with syntactic and semantic information. The seed embeddings were formed by modelling IR as relations, and the encoding was by using a translational model. This encoding was combined with liveness, use-def and reaching definition information, to form vectors at various levels of program abstraction like instruction, function and module.
When compared to earlier approaches, our method is non data-hungry, takes less training time, while maintaining a small vocabulary of only 64 entities. As we use entity level seed embeddings, we do not encounter any OOV issues. We compare our results with various similar approaches and show superior performance results while achieving high scalability. Though the IR gets transformed markedly across various optimization levels, our model remains resilient, and achieves analogous performance gains.
We envision that our framework can be applied to other applications which are beyond the scope of this work. IR2Vec can be extended to classify whether a program is malicious or not by looking for suspicious and obfuscated patterns. It can also be applied for detecting codes with vulnerabilities (like spectre and meltdown), and to identify the patterns of code and replace them with its optimized equivalent library calls. It can even be extended to predict the beneficial optimization sequence of a given program. Among many other applications, we believe that our approach has potential to automatically and program-theoretically synthesize IRs that can be used as test cases.
B LIST OF ANALOGIES
The list of analogies which were used for experimentation is shown below in Tab. 12. 
